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摘  要 
I 




















































Attire as a cultural phenomenon, reflecting a certain period of social life and 
social psychology. The description of female attire in “Huajian Ji” reflects the society 
and culturen of the Five Dynasties and Late Tang Dynasty. Through analysis of the 
clothing description, we can probe the rich artistic and brilliant Seiko morbid aesthetic 
orientation from "Huajian Ji", and understand the words of people living in the state 
of social unrest among the authors. 
This paper consists of three parts: introduction, body, and conclusion. The 
introduction part briefly introduces the research current situation, research purpose 
and research method of this topic. The body is divided into four chapters: 
The first chapter analyzes “Huajian Ji” female ornaments description. First, Fu 
powder, painted red, Miaomei, painted yellow, stick tin, point dimple, lip injection 
seven parts of its origin and evolution of combing, drawing makeup discuss the 
position, shape, color, and application methods, tools and so on. Second, it introduces 
"Huajian philatelic" female hair. Explore their reason, shape, sort method from the 
bun, DW, coming in three areas, summarized its colorful characteristics of the times.    
The second chapter describes the Huajian people describe a woman accessories. Were 
analyzed hair ornaments woman among the “Huajian Ji”, jewelry, earrings, 
categorized Dynasty evolution of their style, and from detailed analysis from color, 
craftsmanship and style and other aspects of creativity, exploration aesthetic 
orientation Late Tang and Five Society and life style. 
The second chapter, “Huajian Ji” describes a woman accessories. Dynasty hair 
ornaments, jewelry, earrings style evolution. By analyzing accessories with color, 
craftsmanship and styling ideas, to show the living conditions in the Late Tang and 
Five Dynasties palatial aesthetic orientation and extravagant. 
    The third chapter “Huajian Ji” clothing description. Research jacket, shirt, skirt 
and cape child's origin and development context, Discrimination “Huajian Ji” dress 

















materials, colors gorgeous gorgeous, exquisite craft exquisite characteristics, 
summarized Furama America Late Tang Dynasty clothing fashion. 
    The fourth chapter, Dress of the “Huajian Ji” is discussed in aesthetic orientation 
and the technique of expression. From ci shows rich colourful seiko women clothing 
in the world, appreciate ci for brilliant beauty among the flowers, subjective and is 
broken ", "the aesthetic temperament and interest. Through women dress description 
of aesthetic temperament and interest, try to understand huajian ci negative, indulge in 
pleasure state of survival. With the flowers set from the comparison of poetry, 
highlight huajian ci preference for the claborate-style painting expression, fulfil their 
aesthetic tendency. 
Summary gives the conclusion of this paper. 
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